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�is important Research Handbook provides a holistic

analysis of the development of the European Union’s

migration and asylum policies. It comprehensively examines

facets of each policy, including insights from cutting-edge

research and an in-depth analysis of their development,

whilst also identifying future policy orientation.

‘Migration and asylum law is now �rmly established as one of the core areas of European Union

law. In this volume, Tsourdi and De Bruycker have brought together all the leading experts in the

�eld and have asked them to explore the subjects they know best. �e volume as a whole o�ers

a remarkably thorough and stimulating panorama of the �eld.’

– Bruno de Witte, Maastricht University, the Netherlands

‘A gold mine. Such is this book. Under the supervision of Prof. Evangelia (Lilian) Tsourdi and Prof.

Philippe De Bruycker, this Research Handbook on EU Migration and Asylum Law brings together

the best scholars of Migration and Free movement in European Law. With 22 thematic chapters,

preceded by a general chapter presenting “�e Evolving EU Migration and Asylum Law”, it

provides a comprehensive overview of current and future issues in European migration law and

policy.’

– Jean-Yves Carlier, UCLouvain, Belgium

'�is Research Handbook, by a group of prominent legal scholars, a�ords a cutting-edge and

sophisticated analysis of EU migration and asylum law. �e individual contributions are framed

by an elegant introductory chapter, which traces the historical evolution of migration and

asylum law, maps out the legislative, administrative, and external aspects of the law, and

sketches future prospects. �is volume is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand

today’s highly charged policy and legal debates on migration and asylum in the EU.'

– Francesca Bignami, �e George Washington University, US

‘�is Handbook provides an impressively comprehensive analysis of the EU’s approach to

migration, displacement and mobility. Featuring contributions from senior and emerging

scholars alike, it is a must-read book for anyone keen to understand the historical and

contemporary intricacies of this complex area of law and policy.’

– Jane McAdam, University of New South Wales, Australia
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